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between specialists and primary care physicians, to assist
harmonisation, and to design and deploy relevant educational tools
(see www.eaaci.net). 

However, the impact of allergies has only recently been recognised
at the political level in Europe, mostly in relation to respiratory
allergies.15 This is an important step, but it lags behind the observed
epidemiological trends with increases in systemic disease entities such
as food allergy. In all, there is little doubt that recognition and
prioritisation of allergy education in primary care is probably the only
way to improve patient outcomes and to prevent devastating
consequences in public health. 
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Continuing education is a challenge for primary care physicians.1-3

The changing emphasis on long-term conditions, the escalating
cost of health care delivery, and the impact of new knowledge,
new technologies and new treatments, all clash with daily
pressures to deliver the highest possible quality of care to our
patients. In this issue of the PCRJ, two papers explore models of

delivery of education to primary care physicians in general
practice in Australia and Denmark.4,5 

The Australian study4 reports on a study to translate the
methodology of Physician Asthma Care Education (PACE), developed
by Professor Noreen Clark in Michigan, USA, with adaptations to
Australia. PACE teaches clinicians about current best clinical practice in
asthma, communicating more effectively with patients, and how to
support patients’ management efforts. An interactive seminar lasting
for five hours over two sessions with trusted knowledge experts, video
resources, case studies and advice on access to remuneration formed
the educational intervention. The study was funded by the Australian
Government, at a cost of AU$2,000 per practitioner trained.

The Danish study5 focused on COPD education delivered in the
general practitioner’s own practice. The principal intervention was a 3-
hour teaching session with a respiratory specialist, supported by up to
five additional visits from a representative of the sponsoring
pharmaceutical company focusing on coding of patients, spirometry
and device technique. There are some questions about the
identification of patients with COPD based solely on prescribing
records, but as the purpose of the study was to demonstrate a change
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in practice as a result of the educational intervention, the authors
argue that the matched control group methodology minimised
possible confounders. The cost of training was not recorded.

Both studies4,5 demonstrated positive outcomes. The Danish study
showed a trend that the educational intervention had a positive
impact on adherence to guidelines, but the findings were only
significant for increased spirometry testing in a subgroup of practices
identified as having a high potential for improvement. The PACE study
showed that the US programme could be translated to Australia and
successfully implemented, but longer term health outcomes shown
for patients in the US programme could not be evaluated in the time
available. However, we should critically examine the continuing
education of primary care physicians in a broader, global context. 

The translation of a physician’s knowledge to the attainment of
better health outcomes by his or her patients is, on the one hand our
raison d’être, and on the other, a small element in a complex series of
interactions that are necessary to achieve those results. Informed
patients increasingly expect to be at the centre of care, and expect to
be involved in decision-making in relation to their health.6 Advances in
mobile communications technology will result in most people in the
world having access to high quality information, and this will open up
exciting and challenging opportunities7 for the delivery of health care
advice remotely. Traditional cultural influences that underpin current
health and illness behavior will diminish, with the sharing of common
global aspirations. Simultaneously, the emergence of teams to deliver
care to people with long-term conditions8 will enhance the role of the
primary care clinician, from ‘care provider’ to ‘care coordinator’.

Similarly, the applicability to primary care of clinical practice
guidelines developed in settings remote from primary care is being
questioned – as highlighted by D’Urzo in his editorial in this issue, and
by Gruffydd-Jones recently.9 Even in specialist groups, clinical practice
recommendations by bodies such as the UK National Institute for
Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) are not universally adopted.10

Education per se leading to changes in clinical practice has been
shown to be most effective when delivered as a parcel of multifaceted
interventions,1-3 but there is little understanding of how readily models
that are successful in a single region or culture can be adapted to
other regions, cultures, health funding systems or provider groups.11

Inevitably, the cost of delivery will limit the way in which education can
be delivered. While many countries will eschew pharmaceutical
company assistance, other countries may not be able to afford
programmes that are not subsidised12 – another manifestation of
Tudor Hart’s Inverse Care Law?13 The efficiency of targeted education
noted in the Danish study is worthy of further consideration – aiming
to provide preferential access to those practitioners who most need
the education.

The nature of the daily work of the primary care practitioner is
shifting from the acute management of diseases in a single episode of
care, to prevention and the extended management of people (and
communities) with a diverse range of long-term conditions.14

Accordingly, models of education may need to address the common
generic elements of chronic disease management15 – assessment,
treatment, monitoring and communication – with modules relating to
best clinical practice for a specific disease.

Are our methods of educating health professionals sufficiently
robust to cope with these pressures? And are our institutions –
academic and professional – sufficiently flexible to support quality
education leading to affordable quality outcomes in the face of the
pressures of global social marketing?

There is, therefore, a role for communities of practice like the
International Primary Care Respiratory Group (IPCRG) and its member
bodies to explore innovative ways to achieve our goal of improving the
respiratory health of people worldwide. The IPCRG E-Quality
programme,3 launched in 2012, seeks to support small scale
educational initiatives, and to demonstrate changes in clinician
behaviour and improvement of health outcomes. Strategic alliances
with other groups such as Wonca, foundations seeking to effect
improvement of care or to implement proven strategies to improve
health of populations, consumer organisations, and specialist groups,
will add to the momentum for change. In this way, we hope to be able
to meet the challenges involved in the continuing education of
primary care physicians. 
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Optimum management of COPD can improve prognosis and
reduce the impact of the disease on quality of life and health
status. For this purpose, optimal assessments of multiple
dimensions of the disease are necessary.           

Previous guideline recommendations were often based on limited
evidence of therapeutic effectiveness and limited study of the
feasibility of incorporating recommendations into primary care.
Assessment of COPD severity was based solely on the degree of
bronchial obstruction, despite a weak correlation between lung
function parameters and perceived symptoms and limitations.1

However, current guidelines recommend assessment of patient-
focused outcomes; these can be measured using various validated
health status measures, from the simple one-question Medical
Research Council (MRC) dyspnoea grade to the more complex St
George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ).

The difficult question is how we should incorporate patient-
related outcome measures into routine primary care practice. One
solution has been to use composite measures of disease severity
including lung function and health status. The BODE index (Body mass
index, Obstruction, Dyspnea, Exercise) uses the MRC as a measure of
health status and has proved to be robust as a measure of disease
severity and prognosis,2 but is not widely used in routine care. The
latest GOLD guidelines3 suggest dividing patients into four categories
based on current symptoms (assessed using the MRC or the COPD

assessment test (CAT)), percent predicted FEV1, and the number of
exacerbations. However, this system has met with significant
objections since it was neither derived nor validated statistically, is
complex to use, and may not be suitable for primary care.4

Valid and reliable tools for health status measurement in COPD
patients are beneficial for comparative studies between populations as
well as for measuring short- and long-term changes, perhaps
especially for health authorities, researchers and pharmaceutical
companies. Pivotal questions remain, however, such as whether these
tools improve the communication between health professional and
patient, contribute to improved patient outcomes, or if they are
feasible to use in routine general practice. Newer scales could facilitate
use in routine care.

One of the aims during the development of the CAT was to
improve communication between COPD patients and the clinician,
thus enabling a common understanding of the severity and impact of
the disease.3 This is not easy to determine, but in this issue of the PCRJ,
Gruffydd-Jones et al. report a very interesting randomised controlled
study on the utility of the CAT in primary care consultations.5 As many
as 165 primary care physicians from six European countries conducted
six consultations with standardised COPD patients (played by trained
actors) covering a variety of COPD severities and co-morbidities.
Physicians were randomised to see the patients in videoed
consultations with or without the completed CAT. The physicians were
scored according to their ability to identify and address A) relevant
patient issues, and B) ten standard COPD issues, as well as being
scored on their understanding of the case and their overall
performance in 10-minute consultations. The physicians with access
to the completed CAT more often achieved “high quality reviews” of
the items included in COPD sub-score B, but no difference was found
between the two groups as regards questions on tobacco smoking
and exacerbations, non-COPD symptoms (sub-score A), co-morbidities
or other consultation quality measures. Therefore, the CAT aided
primary care physician assessment of COPD-related issues but not the
detection of non-COPD symptoms or co-morbidities. There are, of
course, limitations in standardised studies such as this, but the authors
deserve credit for performing an ingeniously-designed and important
study. 

The Clinical COPD questionnaire (CCQ) was developed in 2003
and contains 10 items with three domains (symptoms, functional and
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